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Abstract
To properly reproduce a highy dynamic range image

on a graphic display system is a harder problem than
is commonly acknowledged. The last years have seen
great progress in this area, and for non-interactive tone
mapping problems adequate levels of realism have al-
ready been demonstrated, namely through the multiscale
model of adaptation of Pattanaik[9] et al. Unfortunately,
the high computational cost of their methods has so far
precluded their use for the purposes of real-time render-
ing, and they have also been confined to single images
without a temporal dependency. Conversely, the work of
Tumblin[14] et al. have demonstrated time dependency
and interactivity for tone mapping techniques, but at the
cost of significantly reduced realism. In this paper we
present a new high-quality time–dependent tone mapping
algorithm which is comparable to the work of Pattanaik
et al. in terms of visual realism, and demonstrate its via-
bility on a number of test scenes.
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1 Introduction

Realistic image reprduction meets two main obstacles:
the high dynamic range of the real world compared to
the luminange range of display devices, and the different
visual state of real world and the display observers.

In order to get over these obstacles various tone map-
ping operators have been proposed, and are between them
able to reproduce contrast, visibility of the objects, time
dependency, visual adaptation phenomena. All these
characteristics have profound effects on the visual ap-
pearance of any viewed scene, but this is not enough to
offer a truly realistic image reproduction. To obtain this
we also need reproduce the known defects of the human
visual system, such as visual acuity, glare and color sen-
sitivity.

Visual acuity is the capacity of the visual system to
resolve spatial detail in light environments, and to lose its
ability to resolve fine detail in dark environments. Glare
effects are caused by bright sources in the periphery of
the visual field through scattering of light in the lens of

the eye, which in turn obscures foveal vision. A realistic
treatment of color sensitivity has to account for the loss
of color vision in dark environments[16].

2 Background

2.1 Previous Work

The concept of tone mapping was originally introduced
by Tumblin and Rushmeier[14]. They proposed a tone
reproduction operator that preserves the apparent bright-
ness of scene features.

Ward[15] took a different approach, and developed a
tone reproduction operator which preserves apparent con-
transt and visibility. A model that includes different ef-
fects of adaptation was developed by Ferwerda[6] et al.,
while Pattanaik[9] et al. devised a computational model
of adaptation and spatial vision for realistic tone repro-
duction.

Effects of the human visual system were introduced by
Ward[16] et al.. In particular they take glare, visual acuity
and color sensitivity into account, and also propose a new
histogram adjustment technique. Durand and Dorsey[3]
propose a extension of the approach by Ferweda[6] et al..

A time–dependent visual adaptation model was intro-
duced by Pattanaik[10] et al.. A new time–dependent vi-
sual adaptation model, which improves visual adaptation
and introduces a new visual appearance model was intro-
duced by Artusi[1] et al.

While all parts of the problem have been studied indi-
vidually, so far nobody has attempted to combine all these
effects to derive a single highly realistic time–dependent
tone mapping algorithm.

In this paper we propose an algorithm which satisfies
this criterion by introducing certain visual effects into an
existing time–dependent algorithm[1].

2.2 Human Visual Defects

To increase the realism of displayed images is necessary
to take certain characteristics of the human visual system
into account. By adding these effects – which we list in
the following three sections – we are able to perceptually
expand and enhance the perceived dynamic range of the
reproduced image.



Glare Effects
Glare effects can be subdvided into two components [13]:
flare and bloom. Flare is composed of a lenticular halo
and a ciliary corona, and is caused by the lens. Bloom is
caused by scattering from three parts of the visual system:
cornea, lens and retina.

The ciliary corona appears as rays emanating from the
center of the source. These radial rays may extend be-
yond the lenticular halo, and are brighter and more pro-
nounced as the angle subtended by the source decreases.
The ciliary corona is caused by semi random density fluc-
tuation in the nucleus of wavelength[13].

The lenticular halo[13] is observed as a set of colored,
concentric rings, surrounding the light source and distal
to the ciliary corona. This happens when one observes a
point source of light against a dark background. The in-
tensity of the halo increases with the distance, in fact the
halo around distant light sources appears larger than ha-
los around nearby sources. The lenticular halo is caused
by the circular optical grating formed by the radial fibers
at the periphery of the crystalline lens.

Bloom is the glow around bright objects, and is caused
by stray light attributed to scatter from three portions of
the eye: the cornea, the crystaline lens and the retina.
Bloom causes a reduction in contrast that interferes with
the visibility of nearby objects[13].

A good example why the inclusion of glare effects is
necessary is that there is difference between the percep-
tion of a displayed image of a single white pixel on a
black background, and the real experience of looking at
a small incandescent bulb. The real bulb differs from the
digital image in two ways: the bulb has a different quali-
tative brightness, and around the bulb it is possible to see
a hazy glow; this glow can interfere with the visibility of
objects near the bulb[13].

Visual acuity
The human visual system also loses its ability to resolve
fine details in dark environments; this is refferd to as vi-
sual acuity. It is a measure of the human visual system’s
ability to resolve spatial detail[6]. Shaler[11] measured
the relationship between adaptation level and foveal acu-
ity. The acuity is lower at scotopic levels of illumination
than at photopic levels[6]. Figure 1 shows the visual acu-
ity as a function of the background luminance.

Color Sensitivity
In dark environments it is very difficult – if not altogether
impossible – to perceive the colors of objects; apart from
losing the ability to discern contrast and to resolve fine
detail, the human visual system also loses the capacity to
see color in dark einvornments. This is a important prop-
erty of the human visual system, and if we want to realize
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Figure 1: Visual acuity as a function of the background
luminance. This curve (redrawn from Pattanaik[10] et
al.) shows that is difficult for the human visual system to
resolve spatial details at low levels of illumination, and
can be used to predict the visibility of scene details at
different levels of illumination.

a realistic matching between real world and display sys-
tem we need to take it into account.

3 Development Model

The basic idea implemented in this paper is shown in fig-
ure 2 in flow chart form. We start from an image which
contains high dynamic range CIE

�����
tristimulus val-

ues for each pixel, and add the veiling luminance glare
effect contributions to it. In this way we generate a new
image with a new luminance value.

For every pixel in the image we now apply visual acu-
ity information to obtain the new luminance value for the
cone receptors. This value is used to calculate a lumi-
nance value for the rod receptors by using the color sen-
sitivity model. This value is also passed to the visual acu-
ity model to calculate the final luminance value for the
rod receptors. These new values are passed to the other-
wise unmodified time–dependent algorithm[1], and this
algorithm then generates the final ���	� display values.

In the next subsections we explain the way we followed
to implement the glare effect, visual acuity and color sen-
sitivity. It is also possible to only use a single defect of the
human visual system at a time; in this case the luminance
value for the cone receptors, used in the color sensitivity



equation 6, is not the value obtained by the visual acuity
model, but just the luminance value

�
.
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Figure 2: Flow chart of our model

3.1 Glare

There are two models which take the glare effect into
account. The first one is based on the work of
Holladay[7] and Moon and Spencer[8], and was proposed
by Ward[16] et al.

The second was proposed by Spencer[13] et al.; it is a
very precise model, and predicts the all aspect of glare,
like flare and bloom, but it is computationally expensive.
This is achieved through a quantitative model, which di-
rectly models the bloom, ciliary corona and finally the
lenticular halo, and finally generates a filter which is ap-
plied to the image in question.

The glare effect implemented in this paper is the model
reported by Ward[16] et al., but without using an interpo-
lated veiling luminance. We first compute the veil image
from the foveal sample values with the equation 1 and use

a 3x3 filter.
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(1)

Here
� ���

is the veiling luminance for the pixel , , � � is
the foveal luminance for the pixel - and . �0/ � is the angle
between the pixels , and - . Then we add the luminance
to the original image by

���21�3#45�6��	 7�8:9��;��<��;���#	
(2)

where
���!1�3�4

is the new luminance value with add the
veiling value, and

���
is the luminance pixel , of the orig-

inal image.

3.2 Visual Acuity
The model of visual acuity implemented in this paper is
based on the model explained by Ferweda[6] et al. We
use the same Gaussian convolution filter with its Fourier
transform given by

=+>@? �BA ? � 4+C@D'D �FE ? �;4+C D� 4+C (3)

where
��4+C

is the local adaptation luminance of the real
scene, � A ? ��4+C D is the threshold frequency, and E ? �G4+C D is
the threshold luminance for the world viewer. � A ? �;4+C D
is calculated with Shaler’s formula (equation 4). How-
ever, E ? ��4+C D is calulated by using Ward’s model. For ev-
ery pixel we calculate the visual acuity � ? �G4 D with the
Shaler formula (equation 4), with the pixel luminance of
the real scene as input, and use the rule 5 when applying
the Fourier transform (equation 3) to the pixel.
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(4)

, = � ? � 4�D^] � �_A ? � 4+C�D 	 (5)

With this operation we remove all spatial frequencies
above those visible to the world observer in the image
which is presented to the display observer. There is a
second model which implement the visual acuity, and
which appears in the paper[16]. This model implements a
variable resolution filter using a image pyramid and inter-
polation, similar to the mipmap technique introduced by
Williams[17] for texture mapping. But the computational
cost of this model is very high.

3.3 Color Sensitivity
To simulate the loss of color information in dark environ-
ments, we use the model presented by Ferwerda[6] et al.
We recognize that there are three illumination levels in
the real world: `Xa V E Vcb ,�a , dfe@` Vcb ,�a and

bhgiV E Vcb ,�a . In the
scotopic level there is no color vision and poor acuity, in



this range only the rod receptors are active. The mesopic
level is charcaterized by the fact that both the rod and
cone receptors are active, and finally in the photopic level
one has both good color vison and acuity. The latter is
due to the cone receptors, which are responsible for color
vision, being finally fully active.

With this model we modify only the luminance value
for the rod receptors to simulate this defect, and we are
able simulate the passage between the scotopic and the
photopic through the mesopic level.

The new value for the luminance in the scotopic level
is obtained by

��� ��� � � ? 8�	 9�9 ? 8�	 � <
� < �
� D�� 8�	 ��� D 	

(6)

where
�

,
�

and
�

are CIE tristimulus values. The value
of the luminance

�
is the value luminance for the cone

receptor.

Figure 3: Comparison of an image reproduced with the
time dependent tone mapping operator without defects
(upper image), and the same image reproduced with the
visual acuity defect added.

Figure 4: Comparison between an image reproduced with
the time dependent tone mapping operator without de-
fects (upper image), and the same image reproduced with
visual acuity and glare defects added.

4 Results

For evaluation purposes, we compare the same image
when treated by the tone mapper with and without the
application of the defects. We first apply only a sigle de-
fect, then the combination of two defects and finally all
three defects.

In every figure the first image is obtained with only
the application the time–dependent model, and the sec-
ond image is obtained with the application of the defects.

In figure 3 only the visual acuity effect is applied, and
it is possible to see how the fine details in the window
and in the lamp bulb are reproduced very well. In figure
4, the glare effect is also applied. In this case you can
observe that there is more light around the window and
the lamp bulb. It reduces the contrast visibility of the
near objects as the lamp in the window. All three defects
are reproduced in figure 5.



Figure 5: Comparison between an image reproduced with
the time dependent tone mapping operator without de-
fects (upper image), and the same image reproduced with
all three defects added.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented an improvement of a
time–dependent tone mapping operator by introducing
the human visual defects of visual acuity, glare and
color sensitivity, and we demonstrated the ability of our
model to realistically reproduce simulated images. The
increased realism of our algorithm also results in higher
computational cost. The logical next step in our research
is to define a real time tone mapping operator, that is able
to obtain similar levels of realism without the use of spe-
cial hardware.
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